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TIIE IIIGHLAND & WESTERN ISLES
VALUATION APPEAL COMI\4ITTEE
Inverness,20 March and 17 NIay 2012

Subjects
Unit 1, Fort William Retail Park,
North Road, Fort William
For the

Appellant:

Billy McKaig, Senior Director,
BNP Paribas Real

Estate

Reference Number

05106112985012

For the Assessor:

Mr Douglas Gillespie, Assessor

This appeal relates to the Argos Store at Unit 1, Fort William Retail Park, North Road, Fort William.

In the 2010 Valuation the Assessor entered the subjects in the roll at f112,000. The Appellant
appealed against the

entry. ln terms of a letter from their Agents, BNP Paribas Real Estate dated 10

January 2012the grounds ofappeal are statedto be:-

1.
2.
3.

Incorrect areas have been adopted in the valuation;

An excessive basic rate has been used in arriving at the assessment;

Insufficient recognition has been made of the age, condition, size (e.g. quantum),
layout, standard of construction, finishes, level of services provision, together with
other disabilities suffered by the subjects;

4.
5.

Erroneous quality and other additions have been applied to the base rate;

Various items of plant and machinery have been erroneously included within the
valuation;

6.

Insufficient recognition has been taken of the actual rents (or costs where applicable)
passing on the subjects and other comparable properties;

7.

Insufficient recognition has been made for the specific location of the subjects.

The proposed alternative Rateable Value is stated to be f66,100

At the outset of the Hearing on 20 March 2012 the Assessor, Mr Gillespie, advised the Committee that
he was unclear as to the Grounds of Appeal or the proposed alternative
his proposed alternative value was f,85,000.

value. Mr McKaig said that

For the reasons aftermentioned

It is sufficient to
it is unnecessary to narrate the evidence in any detail.

sa)'

and
McKaig who is a Senior Director of BNP Paribas
that evidence was led on value from Mr
28 years of experience in the
Edinburgh Rating Department. He has over

a)

Head of their

He
experience of the Scottish Rating Business'
Scottish Properly Market with considerable
the subjects at
setting out his analysed rental rate for
submitted a precognition and a valuation

rate at f89'63
accepted the Assessor's analysed rental
f,82 per square metre but in evidence he
Rateable value of the subjects of
metre. ln any event he argued that the Assessor's

per square

f,l12,000wastoohigh.Hereferredtotheneighbouringunitinthesamedevelopment'Unitz'
Naturale
which had formerly been leased to Au
which is about lo thesize of the Argos Unit
f'94 per square
He had analysed the rent for that unit at
(which had gone into administration).
the analysed rent
metre. It was accepted by both parties that

for the third Unit on the
by Mr McKaig at f'l21per square

(which is analysed
development operated by carpetright
that he was
per square meffe) was unreliable' He said
metre and by the Assessor at f,129
for a Rateable Value of f85'000 for the subjects'

I

arguing

that the Assessor also referred to

b)

unit 2 inthe

led from
same development' and evidence was

both the
Assessor's Department' to the effect that
Mr Frank Finlayson, Principal valuer in the

rentsforthesubjectpropertyandAuNaturalewereunreliablebecausetheyhadbeenfixedin
subjects' In
as had the lease to Argos of the appeal
1995 atthe opening of the development
to the tenants to take these Units' In
both cases incentives were given by the Landlords

2005 and
unprecedented commercial boom between
addition Fort william had experienced an

2008.ln2010hehadassessedtheRentalValueforalltheUnitsinthedevelopmentat9l15
2 to
in this assessment from the re-letting of Unit
per square metre and he found reassurance
poundstretcher in September

c)

2oll

metre'
atan analysed rental rate of f,l16 per square

thatevidencewasalsoledbytheAssessorconcerningsimilaroutoftowndevelopmentsin
developments in wick and Fort william'
wick, and comparisons were made between such

TheAssessorlodgede-mailsfromMrMcKaigtohisoffrcedated15February2012and15March
2012.lnthee-mailof15FebruaryMrMcKaigsaidthattheonlyissuewasbasicrateandheproposed

analternativeR.V.off,85,000.Inthee-mailofl5MarchheproposedanalternativeR'V'off,95'000'
on the basic rate of f 1 1 5 per square metre'
which he said would be a 15Yo quantum discount
Evidence was given for the Assessor by

to the
Mr William Gillies, Depute Assessor' who referred

policy not
January 2012' He said that it was his office's
grounds of appeal as set out in the letter of 10

to consider seneric grounds of appeal. He submitted a bundle of 52 copy letters from BNP Paribas
intinratinggrrrundsofappealtogdifferent AssessorsthroughoutScotlanddatedbetweenAugust20ll
and.{pril 1011. \{anY of these letters covered several appeals. These appeals relate to quite different
qpes of propes and quite different usages and yet, as far as he could see, grounds 1-7 (the grounds
practice was invariably to
stated in this appeal) are all the same. Whereas BNP Paribas' previous
propose an alternative Rateable Value of
sonrervhere between 50oh and lTYo

of

f

1, their procedure now seems

to be to make a proposal of

the Assessor's valuation. On certain appeals it would seem that

now and again
BNP Paribas have three other standard grounds of appeal that are used every
clear that the letter

of

10 January 2012 was a submission

'

He u'as

of generic grounds of appeal'

of appeal stated like this
He explained that the previous practice of the Assessor was to accept grounds
this gave
with only specific grounds being given close to the hearing date, but it had been found that
before a committee'
the Assessor quite inadequate notice of the arguments that would be put forward
were unrealistic'
The real grounds of appeal were undisclosed and the alternative Rateable Values
with a view to
This had led to a vast amount of work being required and comparisons obtained

work proving to be
answering arrything that might arise at a Committee hearing, with much of that
unnecessary and a vast waste of public money.

and
He referred the Committee to the Policy that was introduced by the Assessor in 2010

the

discussions with agents
Assessor,s letter of 5 November 2010 to rating agents, which makes clear that

willclose35dayspriortoahearing. ThereasoningforthisisexplainedintheAssessor'sletter'

in which l5
He then reminded the Committee of their previous decision dated 10 February 2011
In these cases the
appeals, all of which were submitted by BNP Paribas had been dismissed.
clear that they considered the practice adopted by Agents of lodging generic
grounds of appeal with misleading counter-values to be a totally unacceptable practice'

Committee made

it

Followilg that Hearing in February 2011 all Agents were made aware of the decision by letter from
the Assessor dated 23 February 2011, acopy of which was submitted to the Committee.

MrGilliessaidthathewasclearthattheAssessor'snewprocedureofclosingdiscussion withAgents
with
35 days prior to a Hearing and refusing to deal with generic grounds of appeal fully complies
saidthatthe new
Regulation 10 of the Valuation Appeal Committee (Scotland)Regulations 1995' He
public
policy means that cases before the Committee are better prepared with much less waste of
money. It also protects the generality of ratepayers against compromises being given by the Assessor
at the last minute.

ST,BMISSIONS

ln submission Mr McKaig argued for the appeal to be allowed and for an alternative RV of f,90,000 to
be adopted.

the grounds
He said that when rating appeals are lodged for similar subjects it would be expected that
to his letter
of appeal would be similar with similar phraseology used. He explained that letters similar

of appeal of 10 January 2012 were regularly accepted by other Assessors in Scotland.
at the end of the
He argued that it was inappropriate for the Assessor to make a motion for dismissal
day'
Hearing, which could have been made at the outset, or perhaps at the end of the first

the appeals in
He accepted that the decision of the Committee in February 2011 was correct and that
However, he said that this
these cases were properly dismissed for failing to comply with regulations.
appeal is quite different. In the 20 1 1 cases the alternative values were, in each case

S1

.

In this case the

position.
phraseology of his letter was different and it was lodged in ignorance of the Assessor's

Mr Gillespie argued that he was justified in making a motion for dismissal now at the end of

the

hearing. He referred to the case of Assessor for Inverness-shire -v- Caledonian Associated Cinemas
fully developed
1959 SLT 2gl in which the Court decided that both the facts and the law must be
before the Committee gives a decision on a question of

law. ln any event, in this case, it was only on

of evidence that it became clear what the grounds of appeal were. He had the
of 15
letter of 10 January but he also had the e-mails of 15 February and 15 March. The e-mail
The
February said that the only issue was the basic rate and proposes an alternative R.V. of f'85,000.
page 27 of the transcript

an alternative
e-mail of 15 March introduces, for the first time, an argument of quantum and proposes
f95,000. It was not at all clear at the outset of the hearing what grounds would be argued by

R.V. of

Mr McKaig.

Mr Gillespie

argued that the grounds

resemblance between the letter

of

of

appeal were

generic. There was, he said, a startling

10 January 2012 and the letters that were lodged

in 2011, which led

to the dismissal of all 15 appeals, and also to appeals which had been lodged by Mr McKaig's office
for all sorts of different ffies of premises throughout Scotland, and whereas BNP Paribas's previous
practice seemed to be to propose an alternative RV of

f,l, in this case they have submitted an

and is
alternative RV of f,66,100 which is no more than an arbitrary percentage of the 2005 assessment

manifestly wrong.

He argued that this case was akin to the case of Tesco Stores Ltd -V -The Assessor for Fife LVAC
2010 CSIHg5 where the Court ruled that lodging a vast number of meaningless comparisons did not
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generic grounds of appeal
corlstiture crrmpliance rrith Regulation 10(5). Likewise, he said, lodging
10(1).
and mrsleading alternatiYe values does not comply with Regulation

were pick and mix' what was
In this case he had been given a moving target. The grounds of appeal
values proposed kept changing and
argued in the letter was not being argued now and the alternative
indeed ntost

of the grounds of

appeal, and the alternative valuation proposed

in the letter of

10

Januarl. had not been argued at all.

He moved for dismissal of the appeal, but
there rvas evidence to

justif' the Assessor's

if the committee

was not with him on that motion' then

assessed rental at

fl15

per square metre and a Rateable

Value for the subjects of f 1 12,000.

DECISION
the Valuation Appeal Committee etc
The Committee considered the terms of Regulation 10(1) of
(Scotland) Regulations 1995 which provide that

(1)

hearing, furnish to the
An appellant shall, not later than 35 days before the date set for the
assessor a written statement speciffing (a) the grounds for his aPPeal; and

valuation which the
(b) if the appeal relates to the valuation entered in the valuation roll, the
grounds at which that valuation is
appellant considers should be entered in the roll and the
arrived at.
states in relation to RegUlation
The Committee also considered patagraph 5.19 of Armour which
..The statement need not be elaborate but it should be sufficiently fuIl to give warning to the
10(1):
Assessor of all the grounds on which the entry is to be challenged".

indicating the requirement was
The Committee read this commentary on the regulation in Armour as
than to give notice of the
give notice of the grounds on which the entry is to be challenged rather

to

grounds on which

it may be challenged. The regulation clearly

pre-supposes that

a case will

be

of the hearing for which it is
sufficiently researched and prepared by a date 35 days prior to the date
valuation at that time which
cited to enable the appellant to state grounds of appeal and an alternative

will give reasonable notice of their case. It is not sufficient for an appellant's
as a snapshot of the preparation

agent to submit details

to date when, in reality, the real work has still to be undertaken'

generic grounds of appeal was
The Committee was satisfied that its previous decision not to accept
correct and that agents were aware of

it'
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It had no doubt that the letter from BNP Paribas Rea[ Estate dated l0 January 2012 presented generic
grounds

onll

and a misleading alternative valuation.
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It

adhered

to rhe vieu expressed by the Committee in 201I to the effect that such practices

were

unacceptable: such an appeal prevents the Assessor from properly preparing his case since he is left in

the dark about what issues will be pursued by Appellants; that the Assessor is left with the job of
har ing

to prepare cases against all possible attacks with no real knowledge of whether they will

advanced

at all and that all this is wasteful of public money. They

agreed

be

with the previous

Committee that such a practice does not comply with the letter or the spirit of Regulation 10( 1).

The Highland and Western Isles Valuation Appeal Panel had already approved the Assessor's practice

of closing discussions with agents 35 days before a hearing, which policy has been in place

since

November 2010.

It may or may not be that generic grounds of appeal or misleading alternative values are accepted by
Assessors

in other parts of Scotland. It may be that other Assessors will be prepared to enter into

negotiations and discussions with ratepayers and their agents up to the day of a hearing, as would seem

to have been envisaged by Mr McKaig in his e-mails of 15 February and 15 March. However, the
Assessor for Highland and Western Isles has made it clear that no such discussions
the Highland and Western Isles Panel have made it clear that they

will not entertain

will take place

and

generic grounds

of

appeal.

The Committee had regard to the decision of Lord Patrick in the case of Magistrates of Dunfermline -

v- Assessor for Fife 1956 SLT 299 as quoted in Armour at paragraph 5-28 to the effect that the rulings

of a local Valuation Appeal Committee regulating the procedure in

appeals before them should be

obeyed by both Appellant and Assessor.

The Committee considered that the Assessor's policy on negotiations was reasonable with a view to
sensibly targeting resources and presenting properly prepared cases to a Valuation Appeal Committee..

The Committee considered that such an appeal as has been lodged in this case has been handled such
that it fails to comply with Regulation 10(1).

In all the circumstances the Committee decided unanimously to uphold the Assessor's motion and to
dismiss the Appeal.

Having done so the Committee did not require to consider the evidence on valuation.
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